City of Cape Coral Temporary Benchmarks

The City of Cape Coral’s Temporary Benchmark Network consists of temporary benchmarks set throughout the City. These Benchmarks are P.K. Nails and Aluminum disks, set in semi-permanent structures throughout the City. The City of Cape Coral Temporary Benchmarks are deemed to have an unclassified Stability Rating and the Benchmarks were set using equipment and techniques which results are based on a level loop “from” a Published National Geodetic Survey Benchmark OR a City of Cape Coral Permanent Benchmark “to” a “Second” Published National Geodetic Survey Benchmark OR a “Second” City of Cape Coral Permanent Benchmark. Closure in feet of each level loop results in an Accuracy Standard of plus or minus .02 feet times the square root of the distance of each closed loop in miles.

The City of Cape Coral Temporary Benchmarks are published on the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29’).

There is not any Horizontal datum attached to the Temporary Benchmarks. The mapped location is approximate and is “For Reference Only”. Please refer to the individual popup for each Benchmark to determine its actual placement and stamping.

Although every effort to maintain the level of accuracy stated herein, the user of the Map shown hereon and the Benchmarks contained therein, agrees to all previously agreed to Disclaimer Terms and Conditions set forth in the City of Cape Coral General Conditions for use of this site.